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Nr. President, delegates:

On behalf of the Internationl Co-operative lliance I am

extremely glad to have this opportunity to express the joy and

satisfaction of the world-embracin Co-operative Movement that the-

preparations for the formation of an International Trade Organiza-

tion have come to an end and that the full Conference on Trade and

Employment has now beenable to meet here in Havana.

The preparations have taken their tiime. This was to be ex-

pected considering the vasttask thePreparatory Committee had to

perform. This task was nothing less than to give to the wcrld an

Economic Charter to nail on the wall at the side of the political

Magnai Charta that was the outcome of the San Francisco Conference.

The task of the Preparatory Committee was not made easier

by the general trend of economic events in the world since the

first American proposals were submitted to the Governments of the

World in the fall of 1945. Balance of payment-difficulties and

currency deterioration have spread to ever larger parts of the

world Severe restrictions cf the share kind as during the War

Years have had to be reintroduced even by countries that were con-

sidered comparatively well offat the end of the war. The number

of islands of prosperity in the world has been constantly reduced.

Considering all this, therecannot be but one opinion of the work

done by the Preparatory Committee: that it has provided not only

excellent corner-stones to the buildings to be erected but also an

admirable blue-print of the edifice as a whole.

The Draft Charter to be considered here at the Havana
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Conference affects all aspects of economic relationships between

Govarnrments. The basic idea is to establish a number of fair and

equitable norms and rules of conduct governing these relationships

so as to lay the foundatons of a sting pence. The struggle for

markets has in the past been one of the contributing clauses for

wars and conflicts between the nations. So has the struggle for

access to raw-materials, all of which are equally important to

economic life in peace and war in all countries but so very un-

equally distributed between them.

This state of things shall now be relieved by organized

economic collaboration between the nations of the world. Facil-

ities are to be created for all peoples to have free access to all

markets and natural resources of the world - to enable expanding
production, full employment and a rising standrad of living in all

ports of the world, This is, if all of us have read it correctly,

the purport of the Draft Charter before us.

The Intrnational Co-oporative Alliance - which units

nqtional federations of consumers and producers in more thin 30

countries with a membership of 94 million families representing

between 300 and 400 million of the population of the earth - has

always, since its establishment 50 years ago, nursed the convic-

tion that increasing production and improved satisfaction of human

needs can only be attained by aver-increasing freedom in interna-

tional trade relations and abolition of all artificial trade

barriers erected by short-sighted economic nationalism.

The first Congress of the International Comoperative Allian-

after the war that ws held at Zurich last year adopted without

opposition - Resolution expressing its wholehearted support of the

work then to be begun by the Preparatory Committee, The Alliance

has been represented as well at the London as at the Geneva

sessions of the Preparatory Committee. It thus had in opportunity
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to present to the Committee its comments to the Draft Charter and

to laydown specific suggestions. Weare glad to say that we have

got the impression that in some important points they were

received favourably by the Committee.

In its capacity of a non-governmental organization, Category

A - specially invited to participate in the full conference - the

International Co-operative Alliance will avail itself of its

privilege to present some of its comments anew.

The Draft Charter does not only deal with the means to do

away with the restrictions imposed on international trade by

Governments but also with the barriers raised by private organiza-

tions, by cartels and combines.

It is - as was also pointed out earlier in the debate by

the head of the delegation of the United States, Mr Clayton -

the first time in modern history of commercial relations that

ciaberate proposals for an international control of monopolistic

comeinations have bean laid down to provide the basis for an inter-

national convention. The International Co-operitive Alliance

greats this event with great satisfaction. The Alliance is well

aware of the fact that the Draft Charter contains generally worded

provisions for the consultation of the I.C.A. as well as of other

non-governmental organization, to ensure the most effective imple-

mentation of the Charter. It is the well-reasoned conviction of

the Alliance that this could be done with regard to Chnpter V of

the Draft Charter by expressly assigning to the Alliance specific

tasks in carrying into execution the provisions of this Chapter.

The Cp-perative, Movement in many countries has dui g its

activities innmerous cases encountered such manifestations of the

operations of monopolistic cartels and combines as have evidently

proved to be detrimental to the public interest as well as to the

general aims pursued by this Charter. The Alliance is fully
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convinced that the provisions of Chapter Five could be much more

effectively carried out, if the co-operative organizations all

over the world might get an opportunity through the International

Co-operatve Alliance to place their experiences in this field at

the disposal of the I.T.O. to the largest possible extent - which

might be put into efect by providing for a more stable rind

permanent consultation of the Alliance in connection with as well

the general studies as the investigations of complaints, for which

the procedure'as been laid down in Chapter V.

With regard to the Intergovernmental Commodity Agreements

tha Alliancein its comments to the Preparatory Commmittee put great

stress on their stabilizing effects on World economy but at the

same time accentu-tedthe importance of sufficient safeguards for

the consumer interest. Now, this point has cartainly not ben left

aside by the Preparatory Committee, Still the conviction of the

Alliance is that a more affective functioning of the Commodity

Agreements in as wall consumers' as producers' interests would be

attained, provided more regular and permanent facilities were given

to the, InternationalCooper-tive Alliance to ssist in a consult-

ative capacity at the peeliminary studios as well as at the

Commodity Conferences.

Also some other complementary provisions migt be helpful to

attain the aims pursued by Chapter VI without unintentionally en-

couraging mono-olistic price-fixing to the detriment of the consum-

er. The preliminary study of the market conditions might include

an investigation of cartels, combines and other private agreements

active in that particular market, in the first line of those with

an internationl scope of activities. May it, furthermore, not be

feasible to establish some rule securing the right of all

categories of buyers - Government organizations, private firms,

co-operative enterprises - to buy without discrimination in a
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market iX I' ,O: lit Controlc -. t i - iri operationopovided the buyerearewillindtoa,thericetofufillotherrepsortablecommions of the seller? a:1.'i':, x - fs" S:1, -` F;tiOnlS :!;ii.c1 t.1'~ .1l i-:ce is goin to
subcit to the.;l- : 'c` in a moreCl)î`'!2tX t 'furin the course

oftheConference.The Alliance is, however, ol _ror to offer its

full consult-tation not only for the completion of the Charter cut

also -.Qal;n it co as to impla entation ofthe vasttasks a:Lc ii in

it. Theworld-wide Co-operative None ant will assist inmakin it

clar to the I-oQ7 0 ,̀2ofUne u20pl: n)' 'rjt-llv important the

aims arethe Interentional 'l .r<-, Organization will be pursuing -

important for the development of the co-operative activities them-

selves, for the creation of a healthy, stabilized and expanding

world economy and for the establishment of a lasting peace. The

International Co-operative Alliance will devote all its energies

to bringing it home to its national organizations all over the

world that they should do their utmost to promote the implementa-

tion of the Charter within their different countries in a spirit

of real international understanding and collaboration.

Mr. President; On behalf of the International Co-operative

Alliance which I have the honour of representing here I am glad to

convey to you the best wishes of this international organization

for a speedy and complete success of this extremely important

conference.
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